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Abst ract  - -  In this paper, some existence results for certain nonlinear inequalities which contain 
the classical variational inequalities as special cases are derived. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let B be a real Banach space, B* be its topological conjugate space and (u, v) be the paring 
between u E B and v E B*. Let K be anonempty closed convex subset of B and T,A be 
operators from K into B*. The nonlinear inequality that we shall study in this paper is the 
following: Find z E K such that 
(u - x, Tx + Ax) >_ 0, for all u e g .  (1) 
Problem (1) contains as a special case the classical variational inequality, which has been exten- 
sively studied both in finite and infinite dimensional spaces. See, e.g., [1-8]. In Section 2, we 
shall derive some existence results for (1) with nonmonotone operators T and A. In Section 3, 
we shall investigate the following problem which is a unification of (1): Find x E B such that 
(u - x, Tz  + Ax)  > f ( z )  - f (u) ,  for all u E B. (2) 
where T, A : B ---, B* and f : B ---* (-c¢, +c~]. When A is the zero operator, the corresponding 
problem of (2) has been studied by Browder [9] and Mosco [10]. 
2. EX ISTENCE RESULTS FOR PROBLEM (1) 
An operator T from K into B* is said to be continuous on finite-dimensional subspaces if it 
is continuous on K f'l M for any finite-dimensional subspace M of B with K f'l M ~ 0. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let K be a nonempty weakly compact convex subset of the real reflexive Bausch 
space B. Let T, A : K --~ B*. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) T + A is continuous on finite-dimensional subspaces, 
(ii) i f  {z,~} converges to z weakly, then 
l iminf (y -  zn, Tzn)  < (y -  x, Tz) ,  y E B, 
n--*-[-oo 
(iii) the function x ~, (y - x, A z) is sequentially weakly upper semicontinuous. 
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Then there exists x E K such that 
(u -z ,  Tx  + Ax)  >_O, for all u E K. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 0 E K. Let h be the family of finite- 
dimensional subspaces of B ordered by inclusion. For U E A, let jv  be the injection of B into 
"* "* T U* U and 3u be the adjoint of jtr. Then the operator 3u( -b A) jv : K N U ~ is continuous 
from the norm topology of K M U to the weak topology of U*. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that U = U* is a finite-dimensional Euclidean space. Then by [4, Lemma 3.1], there 
exists xv E K n U such that 
(u -xu ,  Txv+Axu)=(u-x t r ,  jh(T+A) juxu)>_O,  fo ra l luegnu.  (3) 
For U E A, let Ku = {xv [ U C V E A} and let Ktr ~ be the weak closure of Kv .  Then, 
since the family {/-~v [ U E A} has the finite intersection property and K is weakly compact, 
Let x E nuea/ -~ • Suppose u E K is arbitrary and let U E A contain u and x. Since B 
is reflexive and x E / -~u,  there exists a sequence (Un} such that U C Un for each n, and the 
sequence {xn -- xts,} converges to x weakly. By (3), we have (u -  x, ,  Tx ,  +Ax, )  > 0 for all 
n. Consequently, 
(u - xn, Tx , )  k (xn - u, Ax , ) ,  for all n. 
Then, by conditions (ii) and (iii), we have 
(u -x ,  Tx)  > l im in f (u -xn ,  Txn) 
> liminf (Xn - u, Axn) 
n " -~ O0 
= - l imsup (u -  Xn, Axn) 
I ' I  ~ OO 
> - (u -  x, Ax).  
Therefore, (u - x, Tx  + Ax)  >_ 0 for all u E K, and the result follows. I 
We now extend Theorem 2.1 to the case where the set K is not necessarily bounded. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of the reM reflexive Banach space B. 
Let T, A be operators from K into B*. If, in addition to conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2.1, 
we also suppose that there exists xo E K such that 
l iminf (x -  xo, Tx+Ax)  > 0. 
II~ll--+~ 
xEK 
Then there exists x E K such that 
(u -x ,  Tx+Ax)>_O,  for all u E K. 
PROOF. Let Kn = {x 6 K : [[zl[ _< n} for positive integers n, and let m be a positive integer 
such that x0 E Kin. Since B is reflexive, Kn is nonempty, weakly compact and convex for all n. 
By Theorem 2.1, for each n _> rn, there exists xn E Kn such that 
(u -x , ,  Tx ,+Ax, )>O,  for all u E Kn. 
In particular, 
(x0 - xn, Txn+Axn)>_O, for all n _> rn. 
Therefore, the sequence {xn} must be bounded by the additional assumption. In particular, 
there exists a positive integer no and x = Xno E Kno such that [[x[[ < no, and 
(u -x ,  Tx+Ax)>O,  for all u e Kno. (4) 
For each u E K choose A > 0 sufficiently small such that xx = Au + (1 - A)x E Kno. By 
substituting xx into (4), it follows that (u - x, T x + A x) > 0 for all u E K and hence the result 
Wdl,-,u,~ 
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3. EX ISTENCE RESULT FOR PROBLEM (2) 
Let f be a function from the Banach space B into (-oo, +oo). The function f is said to be 
convex if for any pair of distinct points x, y • B and for each 0 < ~ < 1, the following inequality 
in true: 
f()~ x + (1 -- )0 Y) --< )~ f(x) + (1 -- ~) f (y) .  
THEOREM 3.1. Let B be a real reflexive Banach space and let T, A : B ~ B*. Suppose that 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) T + A is continuous on finite-dimensional subspaces, 
(ii) i f  {x ,}  converges to x weakly, then 
l im in f (y -x ,  Tx , )<(y -x ,Tx) ,  y•B ,  
n~+O0 ' - -  
(iii) the function x v-~ (y - x, A x) is sequentially weakly upper sernicontinuous, 
(iv) f is convex and lower semicontinuous, 
(v) lim (~, Tx+Ax)+](x) 
I1~11--oo Ilxll = +oe. 
Then for each x* • B* there exists x • B such that 
(u -z ,  Tx  + Ax-  x*) >_ f (x ) -  f (u) ,  for all u E B. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that f(0) = 0. Let E = B x P,.. Then 
E* = B* x R. The paring between elements of E and E* is also denoted by (-,-). That is, for 
[x, 7"] e E and [x*, r*] E E*, (Ix, r], Ix*, r*]) = (x, x*) + r r*. Let Z = {Ix, 7"] e E :  f (x)  < r} be 
the epigraph of f .  Then K is convex and closed by condition (iv). For each positive integer n, 
let g ,  = {Ix, r] E K :  ]l[x, 7"]]1 < n}. Then Kn is weakly compact and convex for all n. Finally, 
let T1,A1 : E ---* E* be defined as Tl[x,r] = [Tx, 0] and Al[X,r] = [Ax,0], for each [x,r] e Z. 
Let z* = [x*,-1]. It can be checked that T1 + z* and A1 satisfy conditions (ii) and (iii), 
respectively. Then for each n, by Theorem 2.1, there exists [xn, rn] E Kn such that 
(Ix, r] - [xn, r,~], (T1 + A1)[xn, rn] - z*) > 0, for all Ix, r] E Kn, 
from which it follows that 
( x - x,~ ,T xn + A x ,  - x * ) >_ r ,  - r, for all [x, r] E Kn. (5) 
Since 0 E Kn for all n, we have, from (5), that 
(xn, Txn  + Axn)  + f (xn)  _< (r , ,  Txn+Axn)+rn  
< (x.,x*) 
< IIx. II IIx*ll--. 
Therefore, in view of (v), the sequence {x,~} must be bounded. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that {x,} converges weakly to some x E B. For any u E B, let m be such that 
[u, f(u)] E Kin. By (5), we have 
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We note that,  since f is convex and lower semicontinuous, it is also weakly lower semicontinuous. 
Thus,  by (ii), (iii) and (6), we have 
f (x )  - f (u )  
< 
< 
l iminf ( f (xn)  -- f (u ) )  
n ---* O0  
l iminf (u - zn, Txn  + Axn - x*) 
linm inf (u - xn ,Txn)  + l imsup (u - xn ,Axn)  + (u - x ,x*)  
n --.~ O0 
(u -  x, T x) + (u - x, Ax)  + (u - x ,x*) .  
Consequently, (u - x, T z -I- A x - x*) >_ f (x) - f (u) for all u E B and the result follows. | 
We note that [9, Theorem 4] contains an existence result for problem (2), where T and A are 
assumed to be monotone. 
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